
Welcome to our Whitepaper! Here you will learn
everything about our project, where we are, where we
are going and how we plan to get there.

Toyz Token is a cryptocurrency created to benefit and aid children in need and

their families. We saw a problem and we want to fix it! Children going to school

hungry, families struggling to make ends meet, homelessness and crime rates rising

among youth, families indebted due to unpaid hospital bills for their children’s care.

Our children are the future, not just for us and themselves but for the

generations still to come, we need to nurture them and help them grow. We plan to

do that through our token for the sick, vulnerable and impoverished!



The Mission

Toyz Token will change children’s lives
everywhere. With 100 million coins ready for
donation once we hit certain milestones, we
can save, feed and/or clothe hundreds of
thousands of children and do so much more
for their lives.

We can fund school breakfast programs,
donate to pediatric research, donate toys
and video games to organizations and hospitals
that need and deserve it, open up kids
helplines, develop playgrounds, grant wishes
and so much more. The endless possibilities of

how we can help children and their families make this token one of the brightest
for the future. Investing with us not only grows your money but helps families at
the same time through us!

Decisions will not be made by any one person, it will all be decided by the
community except for the amount donated. The amount donated will go by the
impact on the coin and the market price at time of donation.

We have the idea to save the lives and help with the well being of children
everywhere, but we need kind hearted investors to help us along the way. Our 5%
holder reward off of every buy and sell grows your wallet exponentially and with
only a limited supply of tokens, when they become scarce, the price will
skyrocket.



Our Growth & Use Cases

We are going to enter the Metaverse with a Toyz store for our branded toy line
and NFTs, along with creating a Toyz Arcade where users will be able to enter and
play games using Toyz Tokens. The Metaverse has opened a whole new world for
us and the outlook is bright!

We’re looking into having our currency accepted in toy stores and other children’s
businesses around the world, it’s already an accepted currency at Ivy’s Locker,
the toy store that backs this project. We’re doing outreach to small, medium and
large businesses in hopes of having our digital currency adopted for all their needs.
Think big: $TOYZ accepted at Disneyland, buying LEGOs with $TOYZ… The
possibilities are endless and we don’t know what limits are.

We want to get Toyz incorporated into video games, where our currency can be
used to purchase in game items, we’re already in talks to develop our own brand
of Toys at a super low cost and make them affordable to parents, and eventually
develop our own games and apps for children.

We will also open TOYZ HQ, a physical location and office, where organizations can
find us to discuss their needs and what they would do with the money if their
organization was chosen, where the team can assemble, work, and make magic
happen together.



Another avenue we would like to explore is opening a Crypto/Investment
School/Online Courses for young minds where they can learn from experts early
and be better prepared for the future.

Our first TOYZ NFT collection is available for purchase. Merchandise is on the
way. Once we are able to, we will be making worldwide donations instead of just
within Canada.

Our end goal is to better life for children in need everywhere with our Crypto
through whatever avenues we can while enriching our lives through the joy and
happiness we bring and the ROI that comes in.



Tokenomics

Every Buy And Sell Has A 10% Tax:
5% of the total amount is divided and redistributed between all holders.

3% goes into a wallet that started with 25 million coins, this wallet is used for
donations and project marketing.

2% is returned into the LP (Liquidity Pool) which helps build our liquidity. The
liquidity pool is locked.



Token Info
● 🕸 www.toyzcrypto.com
● 🪙 1 Billion Supply
● 💰 5% To Holders On Every Buy/Sell
● 🖨 3% Project Needs (Donations & Marketing)
● ♾ 2% Auto LP
● 🛍 Backed by www.ivyslocker.ca Ivy’s Locker Toy Store
● 👋 Ownership Renounced
● 🔐 790 Million Coins Locked In The Contract
● 👛 25 Million Donation & Marketing Wallet
● ✅ Fair Launched
● 📃 Doxxed Creator
● 📈 Marketing Hasn't Yet Begun
● 👶 Born July 20th, 2021
● 💼 13 Initial Investors Committed & Dedicated To The Project
● 🏃 Less Than 10 Million Coins Left To Be Purchased

Accomplished Goals
✔ 250+ Holders
✔ $0.025 USD All Time High
✔ Toyz NFT Collections
✔ Visual Roadmap
✔ 1st Toy Donation To Carea Community Health Center
✔ Listed on 3 di�erent exchanges:
🥞 Pancakeswap in BNB & USDT
🍼 Babyswap in USDT
🦍 FEGex in ETH

To see what’s still to come, go check out our Roadmap!

http://www.toyzcrypto.com
http://www.ivyslocker.ca
https://www.linkedin.com/in/andrewseanholness/


In Conclusion
We’re asking you to invest in us, as a project with endless possibilities, the ROI on
your investment could be enormous. Sleep better at night knowing your money is
in Toyz and while it grows, you’re helping to aid and benefit children and families
in need. Nothing in life is a sure thing but we’re going to work harder than anyone
else to ensure your money grows!

The creator is always available and active on Telegram, Instagram, Twitter,
LinkedIN, and most social medias out there.

This project needs investors like you, who believe in a better future, who want to
do their part to help and who like 1000x returns. We’ve delivered on every promise
we’ve made since day one and plan to continue as such! Invest in people, invest in
Toyz and invest in your future.

Constantly brainstorming and keeping up with everything Crypto and Blockchain
related, we will evolve our ideas with the ever changing landscape that is the world
we live in today and plan to stay ahead of the curve and not be left behind. Toyz
Token won’t bring you to the moon, that’s too close, we’re going to take you to
Pluto!


